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Author's response to reviews:

MS: 5399432662511552 - Italian healthcare workers’ views on mandatory vaccination

Dear Editor,

As requested, we make the formatting changes for MS: 5399432662511552.

All authors have approved the revised manuscript.

With my Best Regards

Rosa Prato
Corresponding Author

Major revisions

Author list

The list of authors in the manuscript has been written exactly as they are in the submission system and the authors (forename, initial, surname) has been written identically and in the order in which they are listed in the submission system.

Authors' contributions

In this section, we indicated that all authors have read and approved the final manuscript.

References

We revised references according to editor guidelines.
Tables
We deleted vertical lines in our tables.

Additional files
The additional files has beeb mentioned in the Methods section.
In the end of the manuscript, we added a section titled "Additional files" according to editor guidelines.

Reference 14
We corrected the web link.

Minor revisions

Email address
We included email addresses for all the authors on the title page.

Title, Authors, Affiliation
We removed the subheadings from the title page.

Keywords and Running title
We removed these.

Materials & Methods
We renamed this section “Methods”.

Introduction
We renamed this section “Background”.

We remove all underlining, section numbers and any blank pages. We checked our manuscript for any typographical errors